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1. Introduction
The Commonwealth of Learning (COL) engaged me (Dr. Lekopanye Tladi), on a
contract to conduct an advocacy program which will lead to the development of draft
Open Educational Resources (OER) guidelines for the ten Regional Operations Offices
of the Ministry of Education and Skills Development (MoESD).
The work, presented in Table 1, involved preparing draft OER guidelines catering to
Regional Offices requirements; building awareness among key stakeholders on the
concept and impact of OER; advocacy for the necessity and benefits of the use of OER
and the need for OER guidelines for Education; initiation of the process of drafting
OER guidelines and working with champions towards a final draft. Table 1 presents
the work plan detailing activities which were undertaken and the expected timelines
attached to them.
Table 1: Work Plan
Activity

Expected Time
Frame

1.1.1

Prepare regional OER policy/guideline draft

August 25, 2016;

1.1.2

Conduct a briefing session at the MoESD to sensitize
key stakeholders and seek collaboration for the project

August 22 –
September 2,
2016

1.1.3

Travel to the ten MoESD Regional Operations Offices
and do advocacy work on implementing an OER
policy/guideline for the region

September 13 October 05, 2016

1.1.4

Coordinate, follow‐up and provide online support (e‐
mail, Skype, phone etc.) to champions at each
Regional Office to finalize the policy draft

September 10 –
October 14, 2016

1.1.5

Prepare a final report which states the objectives and
expected outcomes; list of participants; description of
the activities; key discussions; feedback from
meetings; recommendations; and implementation
strategies

October 01 –
November 15,
2016

1.1.6

Compile a list of draft policy documents created
during the program

October 01 - 31,
2016

Submit final report

November 30,
2016.
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2. Background
As a nation, Botswana is faced with a continued decline in student performance which
has been attributed to poor quality education. One of the possible factors contributing
to this situation might have to do with the quality of the teaching and learning
material/resources. Adopting OERs would enable students and teachers to access a
variety of freely available online resources for use as supplementary content to
prescribed textbooks. This will translate into immediate positive utilization of the ICT
infrastructure currently being provided to the schools.
In Botswana, the Ministry of Education and Skills Development (MoESD) is the Head
Quarters of Education where national administrative responsibilities and policy
formulation reside. There are ten (10) Regional Operations Offices around the country
undertaking administrative responsibilities of the MoESD in the regions. The ten
MoESD Regional Operations Offices are:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Kgatleng Region Kweneng Region Southern Region Kgalagadi Region Gantsi Region -

Mochudi
Molepolole
Kanye
Tsabong
Gantsi

(vi) North West Region - Maun
(vii) Chobe Region Kasana
(viii) North
East
Region
Francistown
(ix) Central Region Serowe
(x) South East Region - Gaborone

While the MoESD is responsible for development of national policies, the regions are
responsible for ensuring that these policies are implemented at regional level in their
various administrative areas.
An advocacy program was planned by COL in Botswana with the objective of
providing direction in the use of OER in increasing access to and supporting quality
teaching and learning in the general school education system. The project intended to
develop draft OER guidelines for the ten Regional Offices in Botswana, with the
consent and support from the MoESD.

3. Objectives and Expected outcomes
The consultancy will lead to the development of draft OER guidelines which will
provide direction on the use of OER in the Regions to increase access to quality
resources to support teaching and learning.
The expected outcomes of the advocacy program are:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

prepare draft OER policy/guideline framework which caters to the requirements of
the MoESD Regional Operations Offices in Botswana;
sensitize and seek collaboration for the project from the key stakeholders at the
MoESD;
build awareness among key stakeholders at the ten Regional Operations Offices on
the concept and impact of OER;
advocate the necessity and benefits of a regional OER policy/guideline for
Education;
initiate the process of drafting OER policies/guidelines for each region;
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(vi)
(vii)

identify champions in each Regional Operations Office who will draft the OER
policies/guidelines;
provide on-going online support/follow-up to champions of each Regional
Operations Offices leading up to a final draft policy/guideline.

4. Preparatory Activities
Initially, I arranged for a meeting with the Permanent Secretary (PS) in the ministry of
education to sensitize him on the COL consultancy and the need to have access to
MoESD Regional Operations structures for sensitization. The meeting with the PS was
on 22nd August 2016 at the MoESD HQ. Following the meeting with the PS and Deputy
PS-Basic Education, it was agreed that I could proceed with the consultancy. The PS
also suggested that the consultancy activity be presented, for sensitization purposes, to
the Thutonet eEducation committee and the Curriculum Development and Evaluation
(CDE) Department which are responsible for eContent development. The PS nominated
the Deputy PS-Basic Education (Mr Simon Coles) as the MoESD Contact
Person/Champion. Following, the Deputy PS – Educational Reforms (Ms Helen
Chilisa) was also added to the team.
I met the Thutonet Committee and the Curriculum eContent development Committee
on 2nd September 2016. An itinerary was prepared to visit all the 10 Regional
Operations Offices of the MoESD as shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Itinerary for Regional Visits
Name of
Region

Location of
Regional
Offices

Date

Time

1. Southern

Kanye

13/09/2016

0830 hrs

2. Kweneng

Molepolole

14/09/2016

3. North East

Francistown

15/09/2016

0800 hrs
0800 hrs

Kasane

16/09/2016

5. North West

Maun

19/09/2016

6. Gantsi

Gantsi

20/09/2016

0800 hrs

7. Kgalagadi

Tsabong

22/09/2016

0800 hrs

8. South East

Gaborone

26/09/2016

9. Kgatleng

Mochudi

03/10/2016

0900 hrs

10. Central

Serowe

05/10/2016

0900 hrs

4. Chobe

0800 hrs
1000 hrs

0800 hrs
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5. Preparation of Resource Materials
Materials from COL were used to develop a package, including PowerPoint
presentation (Appendix 8 & 9) and some video on OER (Appendix 10), which I used
during the advocacy and sensitization exercise in the regions. I also prepared a draft
guideline which was used to solicit input from the regions to draft individual Regional
OER Guidelines for MoESD. A set of printed OER resources were also sent by COL
which were distributed among the stakeholders during the meetings:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A basic Guide to Open and Educational Resources
Open Educational Resources (OER) Guide for Student
Understanding Open Educational Resources
Report on the Assessment and Accreditation of Learners using OER
Connections Magazine

15 copies
14 copies
15 copies
15 copies
15 copies

The materials were packaged to include a copy of each publication, and distributed as
follows:
1. Thutonet Director
2 Set
2. Curriculum eContent Team
1 Set
3. Regional Offices (10)
1 Set per region

6. Advocacy Work Conducted
6.1 Meeting with PS and DPS (22nd August 2016, MoESD HQ)
During the interaction with the PS for Education, he wanted to know how the decision
to have an Open Education Resources (OER) advocacy in Botswana was arrived at. He
enquired as to whether Commonwealth of Learning (COL) had done some research,
which could have informed the need for such an advocacy. The consultant explained
that the purpose for the consultancy was specifically to sensitize the Ministry and lobby
for support towards embracing the use of OER in the schools. The consultant indicated
that he was not in a position to ascertain if indeed a prior study could have been done
by COL, specifically in Botswana, but that the advocacy exercise was supported by
similar initiatives that are taking place in other Commonwealth countries.
The PS was of the view that developing a policy for Government is a high level and
highly involving exercise which has to bring on board many other stakeholders and a
lot of consultations within Government. So he was of the view that instead Guidelines
would be more appropriate, instead of a policy. It was also indicated that Regional
Offices do not operate as autonomous structures as issues of policy development were
outside their scope and mandate. They were the ministry’s administrative centers at the
regions, governed at and reporting to HQ where policy formulation takes place. So they
would not be able to develop individualized guidelines
Finally the PS suggested that the consultancy should touch base with the eEducation
committee as the drivers of Thutonet and link the advocacy and sensitization project
with the activities of Thutonet. He further indicated that already the Ministry is working
on a number of related projects through its various organs and would not want too much
duplication of efforts as that has a potential to create burnout among the Ministry
officers who might feel over stretched across many projects. However the consultant
assured the meeting that the OER advocacy is not necessarily coming up with an
7

additional new project initiative but is rather focusing on promoting a culture of
resource sharing by regions, schools, teachers and students. It also provided an
opportunity for access to freely available learning resources on the Internet. This would
actually ride on top of already existing initiatives such as the schools infrastructure
project.
The PS indicated that the eEducation committee was working on projects to provide
network and internet connectivity infrastructure in Primary and Secondary schools
through the use of various technologies. The three major ongoing projects include:
1. The Thutonet schools infrastructure project
2. Private Sector infrastructure provision such as the Mascom wireless
connectivity project
3. The BOFINET – Universal Access Fund infrastructure provision project
The challenge with these is that there is still going to be a need for content development
to be undertaken. Department of Curriculum Development is the one coordinating this
exercise.
6.2 Meeting with the Thutonet (25th August 2016, MoESD HQ)
Following the meeting with the PS, I met with the Thutonet committee at 1400hrs local
time. The meeting was fruitful because following my presentation, the DPSEducational Reforms, who was chairing the meeting, expressed interest in the use of
OER. She indicated that there will be a meeting with the Curriculum team responsible
for eContent development on Friday 26th August 2016 at MoESD Head Quarters. She
then requested for my presence in that meeting so that I can share and sensitize the
eContent team on OER for content development.
6.3 Meeting with the Curriculum team and MoESD Deputy Permanent secretary
(2nd September 2016)
Initially the Curriculum meeting was scheduled for 26th August 2016, at MoESD HQ,
but was then postponed to a later date by the DPS-ER due to more urgent pressing
official assignments on the part of the Thutonet Project Director, Ms M. Maposa.
However, the consultant had a meeting with the Thutonet implementation team
manager, Mr T. M. Rebaone, to discuss logistics for the regional visits. It was agreed
that he contacts the regions to secure suitable dates with them. The Manager was
assigned the task of going around the regions sensitizing and updating them about the
Thutonet project implementation status. The plan was to combine the travel schedules
so that as the regions are updated on Thutonet, I will conduct advocacy and sensitization
in OER. The visits were to start with places close to Gaborone first, then moved to far
away regions the following week, starting 11th - 24th September 2016. However this
plan could not be implemented due to administrative and logistical challenges. It was
then agreed that I go ahead with my own arrangements for the regional visits, which I
did.
The failed meeting of the 26/08/2016, between the Deputy PS - Educational Reforms
and the Curriculum eContent team, was convened again and I was asked to attend a
meeting, at which I was requested to brief the team on the consultancy and its potential
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role in content development. The meeting was successful and I managed to share with
them the objectives and expected outcomes of the advocacy and sensitization project. I
also shared with them communication from COL on their offer for potential assistance
on eContent development. After the team had identified some key priority areas of
focus, it was suggested that a request be submitted to COL for assistance with two
projects. Following the meeting, the Curriculum Department then indicated that they
needed a full presentation with their entire staff at their Department. I was then asked
by the DPS-ER to present to them as requested, and I went to meet with the entire
Curriculum Team to sensitize them on OER and their potential to assist them in the task
at hand, of developing content. They have requested continued support as they embark
on this journey.
6.4 Regional Visits (13th September – 5th October 2016)
I was able to meet with the various Regional Operations Offices to conduct the
advocacy and sensitization task as planned. Representation in the regions varied in size
and also in terms of participants, departments and areas of operation. In some regions
school heads were invited ranging from Primary to Senior Secondary level, while in
other areas it was only the Regional Officers who attended the sessions. A positive note
is that in all the regions, there was a huge appreciation for the knowledge and
information shared with participants. The Regional staff appreciated the advocacy and
sensitization initiative as they said it had given them valuable information on available
resources that they will be able to share with colleagues and teachers in their inspectoral
areas. Table 3 presents the details of the Regional Advocacy meetings indicating the
venues, dates, times, number of participants and Champions for each region.

Table 3: Details of Regional Advocacy Meetings.
Name of
Region

1. Southern

2. Kweneng

3. North East

4. Chobe

5. North West

Date
Venue
Kanye
Education
Centre
Molepolole
Regional
Office
Francistown
Ntshe House
Regional
Offices
Kasane
Education
Centre
Maun
Education
Centre

13/09/2016
0830 –
1200hr
14/09/2016
0800 –
1200hrs
15/09/2016
0930 –
1200hrs
16/09/2016
0800 –
1300hrs
19/09/2016
1000 –
1300hrs

Participants’
Number

Champion

47

Mr D. Zulu
Mr G. Mmusi

5

Mr K. B. Mmusi

16

Ms R. Ngele

23

Mr V. Mufanzala

8

Ms B. Danso

9

6. Gantsi

7. Kgalagadi

8. South East

9. Kgatleng

10. Central

Gantsi
Education
Centre
Kang
NonFormal /
BOCODOL
Centre

20/09/2016
0800 –
1130hrs
22/09/2016
0800 –
1200hrs

Gaborone
NDB
Building
Offices
Mochudi
Education &
Media Centre
Serowe
Regional
Offices

26/09/2016
0800 –
1300hrs
03/10/2016
0900 –
1200hrs
05/10/2016
0900 –
1200hrs

8

Mr Sethapelo

8

Mr O Senwedi

14

Ms L. Ngope

12

Mr J. Makakaba

16

Mr L. Ben

During all advocacy and sensitization sessions throughout the regions, I started by
briefing the teams on the purpose and task of this project. I shared with them
information about COL and the work it is doing in the field of Education, giving
examples of support we have received in Botswana for various projects at Botswana
College of Distance and Open Learning (BOCODOL). I then made an Introduction to
the concepts of OER, Open Licensing and their significance in education, especially
supporting and enhancing the quality of the teaching-learning process. I used
PowerPoint presentations, video clips and print material. I then introduced to them the
draft OER Regional Guidelines for discussion and feedback. At the end of the session
a copy of the draft was left with the identified champion to coordinate further input and
feedback on the document from colleagues for onward submission to the consultant.
The key takeaways from each meeting are summarized in Table 4.
I had to make several follow-ups for more feedback from the champions through email
and some phone calls. I received a lot of positive feedback from the participants in all
the Regions during the visits, with very useful information from the feedback.
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Table 4: Key Takeaways from the Regional Advocacy Meetings
Name of
Region

Key Takeaways
•

1. Southern

•
•

2. Kweneng

•

•
3. North East

•
•

4. Chobe

•
•
•

5. North West

•

•

The Region was concerned whether the infrastructure available in
the schools, will enable full utilization of the knowledge gained
Schools with good connectivity should assist others with access to
OER content, by downloading suitable content and share it with
those not well provided for.
Capability of available infrastructure was raised again, and it was
suggested that the regions should engage with the MoESD to
request for better connectivity for the schools to reap some
meaningful benefits from these opportunities.
ICT resources donations from private sector do not translate to much
use as the bandwidth provided would be very small. So the Ministry
needs to coordinate and regulate these donations by coming up with
a set of minimum connectivity standards/specifications.
OER advocacy and sensitization initiative would assist the region to
put to use the infrastructure and ICT facilities rolled out to the
institutions through Thutonet and other related partnerships.
The region is already involved in a lot of collaboration to share
resources and experiences as a way of improving regional
performance.
OER advocacy and sensitization initiative provided knowledge and
resources that will be used to supplement the resources provided by
the ministry
The region will be able to utilise the ICT infrastructure and facilities
provided in their institutions by the Thutonet initiative.
OER material will be used as supplementary resources to augment
that which is provided by Government.
There was need for extensive teacher training to facilitate a positive
paradigm shift towards embracing the use of technology.
Schools should consider allowing students to bring mobile
technologies such as smartphones and tablets to school, which they
could use to access and take advantage to freely available online
resources such as OER.
The Region will work hard to encourage and promote utilization of
these resources among their teachers and students
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•
•
•

6. Gantsi

•
•
•
•

7. Kgalagadi

•

•
•
8. South East

•
•
•
•
•
•

9. Kgatleng
•

Teachers can use OER to supplement and complement the
inadequate resources that are normally provided by government.
Teachers need training to be able to understand how to access and
utilize OER.
Schools and Teachers need to be encouraged to promote the spirit
and habit of sharing locally produced content for the benefit of
students.
Students have the tools in the form of smartphones to use to access
online resources.
Thutonet Infrastructure should be used to facilitate access to online
resources such as OER, for purposes of augmenting prescribed
texts.
OER can also be used for staff self-development, as they could use
the resources for continuous knowledge acquisition for life-long
learning
Access to OER can help mitigate poor student performance and
contribute towards improving the quality of student results.
The OER advocacy and sensitization initiative will help the region
realise its objectives of facilitating access and equity of educational
resources as it offers them access to resources that will be useful in
teaching and learning.
OER provide teachers with an opportunity to reduce too much
dependence on the prescribed text books as they can use them to
augment textbooks
The Regional officers will embark on an OER sensitization exercise
for the schools in the region.
Teachers in Government Schools need to take full advantage of
freely available OER resources to enrich their teaching experience.
Utilization of available technologies such as OER, offers an
opportunity to access a wealth of freely available online resources
for the benefit of teaching and learning.
There is need to embrace the spirit of sharing so as to change the
world because people will change when they have the knowledge.
OER offer access to supplementary resources.
The ICT in Education landscape was wide and needed a lot of teamwork and support from international partners such as COL.
There was nned to involve other stakeholders in the publishing
industry such as Writers, Writer’s Associations and Publishers in the
OER initiative.
OER sensitization must filter down to the teacher training
institutions to ensure that these valuable knowledge and skills are
part of the teacher training curriculum so that it becomes easier for
them to utilize when they start teaching.
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•

10. Central

•

OER will motivate Regional Officers to continue to identify
possible available opportunities to assist teachers and students with
access to more resources.
OER advocate for the principle of knowledge and resources sharing
to encourage, promote and facilitate sharing of teaching and
learning resources among teachers regionally and nationally,
resulting in a multiplier effect.

All the Regional Centres accepted the draft guideline as is except for two who had
provided input.

7. Challenges Encountered
The main challenge I encountered was that the consultancy came at a time when
Botswana Nation was preparing for the celebration of the 50th Anniversary. So there
were a lot of activities, which required participation from all Government officers
especially in the regions. So it was very difficult to come up with a smooth itinerary.
Communication was also a huge challenge as emails sent to many government officers
in the regions, at times, was not received due to failures on the network. There were
also postponements of meetings by some regions, which made it very difficult to secure
suitable alternative dates. Botswana is a vast and hugely dispersed country resulting in
distances between some places being very far. This situation made travelling very
difficult and tiresome. Additionally, the scope of the project was also increased by the
need to engage and consult with additional committees such as the meeting with the
DPS-ER & Thutonet Steering Committee and Curriculum Team, which were not
originally included in the scope. Collecting feedback from the Regional Champions
was also not easy as numerous efforts had to be made through email, phone and even
physical visits to some close centers, for feedback to be received. This slowed down
progress with compiling the consultancy report.
Lastly, the recent government Ministries’ restructuring and realignment exercise by the
President, which saw some ministries being broken into two, brought about a bit of
challenges. As indicated, the then Ministry of Education and Skills Development has
now been separated into two ministries, one for Basic Education and the other for
Tertiary Education, Science and Research, each with some new leadership at the
different levels of management. Despite all these challenges, I managed to complete
the advocacy meetings successfully. I was able to make follow-ups with the champions
through the phone and where possible email to get their feedback on the draft
guidelines. It was not easy trying to collect the feedback because of many other priority
assignments that some of these officers were expected to handle in line with the new
restructuring development to realign departments and services accordingly.

8. Findings, Conclusions and Suggestions
Based on the initiatives that the Ministry is already involved in, there seems to be a lot
of movement in the direction of sharing of resources, though mainly at a more localized
scale. This provides a potential to have more collaborative and wider resources and
content sharing initiatives across the regions and schools to facilitate a wider
beneficiation of available resources for the good of all. These initiatives are actually in
line with what OER are about, and what this COL advocacy project is aiming at
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promoting. The COL advocacy exercise will assist the Ministry to come up with a tool,
in the form of Guidelines, which will provide a coordinated resource sharing
mechanism across the education system.
Through consultation with relevant stakeholders, as suggested by the meeting with PS,
the consultant facilitated the development of the draft for these guidelines. This exercise
will provide a catalyst for the establishment of a well-coordinated culture of sharing by
all players in the education arena. The initiative will assist with eliminating a lot of
individualized school, or regional initiatives that promote silo mentality that usually
prevents sharing of resources. It will make it possible for teachers and students in one
school in a region, to be able to freely share resources with others in a different school,
even within a different region.
As a nation, Botswana is faced with a continued declining student performance, which
has been attributed to poor quality education. One of the possible factors contributing
to this situation might be to do with quality of the teaching and learning
material/resources. Adopting OER would enable students and teachers to access a
variety of freely available online resources for use as supplementary content to
prescribed textbooks. This will translate to immediate positive utilization of the ICT
infrastructure being provided to the schools.
Education requires a lot of collective effort from all stakeholders to ensure its success
in enabling development of well-rounded future citizens. There is need for the
education ministry to inculcate a culture and spirit of sharing among students, teachers,
schools and the regions, to facilitate maximum utilization of the dwindling available
resources for better performance. There are currently a lot of initiatives happening in
the regions, but with very little sharing of resources. This is where the utilization of
OER would assist in promoting this culture of sharing of resources.
I want to indicate that just as I was completing the regional consultations, there was a
huge restructuring exercise in the government ministerial structures and functions. The
then Ministry of Education and Skills Development is no more. It was split into two
new ministries of Basic Education and of Tertiary Education, Science and Research.
The then Permanent Secretary was also redeployed to the Tertiary Education Ministry
under a new Minister and a new Permanent Secretary appointed for Basic Education.
However the Deputy PSs, Mr Coles and Ms Chilisa, are with the Ministry of Basic
Education. So there is still a lot of movement to realign different departments within
education to the new organogram.
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Appendix 1: Ministry of Education and Skills Development (MoESD) Key Contact Persons
MoESD Head Quarters Contacts
MoESD HQ

Gaborone

Permanent Secretary: Dr Theophilus
Mooko
Deputy Permanent Secretary – Basic
Education: Mr Simon Coles

P/Bag 005
Gaborone
P/Bag 005
Gaborone

3655461

3655458

tmooko@gov.bw

3655475

365545

scoles@gov.bw

Tel. Numbers

Fax Numbers

+267

+267

4632326
4631820

4632324
4631635

smmooketsi@gov.bw
amkoko@gov.bw

Regional Center Contacts
Name of Region

Location of
Regional
Offices

1. Central

Serowe

2. Southern

Kanye

3. Kweneng

Molepolole

4. South East

Gaborone

5. North East

Francistown

6. North West

Maun

7. Kgatleng

Mochudi

8. Kgalagadi

Tsabong

9. Gantsi

Gantsi

10. Chobe

Kasane

Names of Regional Directors

Addresses

E-mail Addresses

Director: Mr. Sonny. Mooketsi
D/Director: Mr Kereng M Koko

P/Bag 091
Serowe

Director: Mr Acro News Maseko
D/Director: Ms Maipelo Kesenye
Director: Mr Benson Rauwe
D/Director: Mrs Rosalind Serumola
Director: Mr Mabunga D. Gadibolae
D/Director:

P/Bag 003
Kanye
P/Bag 45
Molepolole
P/Bag 00343
Gaborone

5441882
5441876
5921746
5905155/6/7
3901263
3975888

5441880
5442042
5920460
5905157

amaseko@gov.bw
mkeerate@gov.bw
brauwe@gov.bw
rserumola@gov.bw

3975889

mgadibolae@gov.bw

Director: Mr Galesenngwe Mohube
D/Director:

P/Bag F251
Francistown

2451233
2410157

2415606
2410838

glmohube@gov.bw
ombasimolodi@gov.bw

Director: Mr Oupa Masesane
D/Director:
Director: Mr Matlhogonolo
Mokakapadi
D/Director: Ms Gaotewe Mosinyi
Director: Mr Onalenna Senwedi
D/Director:
Director: Dr Mpho Isaiah
D/Director:
Director: Ms Tekolo K. Kgokologa
D/Director:

P/Bag 324
Maun

6861680
6860348

6860629
6860646

omasesane@gov.bw

Box 199
Mochudi

5777226
5749837

5777879

mmokakapadi@gov.bw
gmosinyi@gov.bw

Box 288
Tsabong
P/Bag 22
Gantsi
Box 162
Kasane

6540210
6540018
6596883
6596580
6250517
6252163

6540618
6540000

osenwedi@gov.bw

6596915

misaiah@gov.bw

6250191

tkgokologa@gov.bw
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Appendix 2: Letter issued by COL to Permanent Secretary MoESD
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Appendix 3: Letters issued by COL to Regional Directors MoESD
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Appendix 4: Attendance Register for Meeting with PS &
DPS-BE
Name
Dr Theophilus
Mooko
Mr Simon Coles
Lekopanye Tladi

Organisation Designation
MoESD
Permanent
Secretary
MoESD
DPS – Basic
Education
BOCODOL
Director - ICT

Tel / e - mail
3655461
tmooko@gov.bw
3655475
scoles@gov.bw
72231966 / 3646052 /
ltladi@staff.bocodol.ac

Appendix 5: Meeting with DPS-ER and Thutonet Steering
Committee
Name

Organisatio
n
U.B.
Edutech
HRDC

Designation

Tel / e - mail

Manager

3552212 /

ICT Sector
Chairperson

Keitumetse
Tlhabologang
David
Malejane
Magdaline N.
Ndlovu
Lekopanye
Tladi
Helen Chilisa

HRDC

Sector Analyst

MoESD DTS
MIST DBES
BOCODOL

Acting Director

74787019 /
nsebonego@learning-andgrowth.com
ktlhabologang@hrdc.org.b
w
dmalejane@gov.bw

MoESD

Mmamosetsan
a Maposa
Masome T.
Rebaone

MoESD –
ICT&MS
MoESD –
ICT&MS

DPS – Secretary of
Education Reforms
Acting Director

Chris Busang
Norman
Sebonego

Electrical Maintenan
ce Coordinator
Director - ICT

PEO I

mnndlovu@gov.bw
72231966 / 3646052 /
ltladi@staff.bocodol.ac
hchilisa@gov.bw
mmaposa@gov.bw
tmodise@gov.bw /
mtrebaone@gmail.com /
74715868
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Appendix 6: Attendance Register for Meeting with
Curriculum Team (eContent Development)
Curriculum Team
Name
Molaodi Menyatso
Jane Gaongalelwe
B. Gaseitsewe
L.Lebanna
K.L.Magogwe
Titoga T. Mnindwa
Lorato Mazhani
Compie Mbulawa
Joseph Morupisi
P. Dikgomo
Marokane Prince
Mothusi Sekgele
Retshepile Candy Johny
Keitumetse Motsepe
Lorato Gabathusiwe
Kesego Keebine
Bonno Mokula
Letlhogile Lekolwane
Modiegi Mmila
K.L.Molefhe
Gabriel Bagwasi
Bansa Letlotlo
Masego Segalo
Seoketso E. Marata
D. Letshwenyo
Thibogang Malibala
Kobontle B.Kgakge
Mario M.Molaabatho
Nontobeko S.Tau

Department
CD & E
CD & E
CD & E
CD & E
CD & E
CD & E
CD & E
CD & E
CD & E
CD & E
CD & E
CD & E
CD & E
CD & E
CD & E
CD & E
CD & E
CD & E
CD & E
CD & E
CD & E
CD & E
CD & E
CD & E
CD & E
CD & E
CD & E
CD & E
CD & E
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Appendix 7: Attendance Registers for the Regional Visits
Chobe Region
NAME
Tekolo K.kgokologa
Lekolamu Botumile
Vincent Mufisa
Motlhophi Mpha
Kelebogile Prudence Moesi
Lilian Kabahaza Sibanga
Joyce Moje
Vumani Owen Luckson
Emang B. MOsweu
Sepiso Promise Ramonkga
Nelson Lithoi
Lesego Nthekisang
Irene Nkwalale
Segametso K.Mamapilo
Phuthulogo Kelaotswe
Itebogeng Tlalanyane
Tshenolo Kgopolelo
Pearl U. Molebe
Bafentse PierREO
Edward Mohumawegi
MAgadalena Lebalelo
Doreen Setlhare

DEPARTMENT
REO
REO
REO
REO
REO
REO
Kasane Education
REO
REO
P.School/ Dead Edu
S/Head Chobe
REO
REO
CS
REO
REO
REO
REO
REO
REO
Plateau P.School
Liswaani CJSS

Gantsi Region
NAME
Mr Mbwe
Ms Letlole
Mr Morake
Mrs Kgosietsile
Ms Mhaladi
Mr Sethapelo
Ms Nthobatsang
Dr Isaiah

DEPARTMENT
Basic Education
Basic Education
Basic Education
Basic Education
Basic Education
Basic Education
MOESD
Region
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Kgalagadi Region
Name
Onalenna Senwedi
Tebogo Kgosimore
Doris M. Mogapi
Khumoyame Mosetlha
Atlasaone Mmerela
Pansy Mphinyane
Neo Tsietso
Sylvestor Mr TSelaesele

Department
Regional E.D
Regional Office
Regional Office
Sub Regional Office
Sub Regional Office
Regional Office
REO
REO

Kgatleng Region
Name
M. Phometsi
Kerunne Kgwatalala
Janet MAlete
Marget Chinya
Ookeditse Ithuteng
Maria Barwabade
A.Pholoba-MOkgware
B.Z Pilane
Jane Motswakae
Yvonne Ramatsui-Mohammed
Tshidi Botshelo Rankoa
Joe Makalaba

Department
Secondary Inspectorate
Secondary Inspectorate
In-Service Secondary
OSET
OSET
Region OSET
Wellness
In-service
School Supervision
Special Support
Special Support
Corporate Services

North East Region
NAME
Olopeng Chaba
Gloria Thagane
David Michel
Constance L .Ngaka
Felistous Motshidiemang
Shingile Andrew Malibala
Tenson Gift Ramoatlhe
Kesentseng S.Nfila
Tiyapo S. Salani
Rosmerr S. Ngele
GAlesengwe Mohube
Malebo Thonkga
Keneilwe Marao
Gertrude Lowani
Kemiso Mpotokwane

DEPARTMENT
T&D
OSET
OSET
T&D
T&D
DSSS
TT&D
DPPE
TT&D
Inspectorate
Cooperate Service
Inspectorate
Inspectorate
DSSS
TT&D
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Kweneng Region
NAME
L.J Kolagano
K. Lebitla
K.B. Mmusi
C.M. Chaoka
M.S. Kgopana

DEPARTMENT
Kgari Sechele
KRDA
MEC
Magokotswane
OSET

North West Region
NAME
Judith Makhani
Ookame Molapisi
Gabaakelwe M. Chaba
Malebogo Lasaro
Baetsi Danso
Thabo Mabito
Mosebo M. Molapisi
Keoagile Ramoloi

DEPARTMENT
REO
OSET
Secondary
DSSS
PEO 1
SOW
Pre-primary
CS

South Central Region
NAME
E.M Motlhabi
Lefhoko Ben
Otukile B. Chaba
Cecilia Sunday
Elisha Masedi
Molefe S. Mapila
Molefabangwe Gorewang
Thitoyamore Onalethata
Keneth B. Habana
Lillian A. Matshameko
J.O Namane
Otukile Ryder Kedikilwe
Basil Gasemotse
Cosmos T. Chabata
Phatsimo Muzila
Bokane Monepe

DEPARTMENT
Corporate Services
Corporate Services
Tutume Sub
Mahalapye
Mahalapye Sub
REO
Boteti Sub
Palapye
Corporate Services
SELEBO
Boteti
Palapye
Serowe SUB
SELEBO
Tonota Sub
Tonota Sub
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South East Region
NAME
Frank S. Mochotlhi
Godiraone Mathiba
Herbert Setume
KL Mmopi
O.O Thusitse
Daniel Jenamiso
G. Ntshiamisang
B.N. Olekantse
L.B. Toteng
L.M. Kgaodi
M.Rampete
Mr M. Tshetlhai
M.N Gadibolae
L.Ngope

DEPARTMENT
Kgetheng P.School
GWEST JSS
St.Josephs
SER
Naledi SSS
SER
Tlokweng
SER
SER
SER
SER
SER
SER
SER

Southern Region
NAME
Keorapetse Seledi
KAbo James Mokapi
D. Gaolaolwe
J.B. Petso
G.B. Mabeo
O.M Mwamba
B.M Majara
P.J. Nkgelepang
K.M. Otlaadisa
W.M. Jatlhapi
A. Moseki
K. Kebaitse
K.Montle
N. Seane
L. Baoleki
M.J. Modise
P. Moreeng
G. Bofitilwe
I. Basebi
E. Sebolao
K. Tshanana
C.P Mazibane
O.N. Letsholo
M.Moleme
M. Sedie

DEPARTMENT
Kgosimmpe JSS
Mookami JSS
Modisi PS
Maraka Jss
Mmanaana JSS
Mmathethe JSS
Makoba II P.S
Rachele P.S
Sebako P.S
Bakoko P.S
Ipelegeng J.S.S
Letsopa Jss
Dinonyane
MoshupaSUB
Moshupa SUB
Pitikwe Primary
Lotlaamoreng JSS
Itireleng JSS
Ipeleng P.School
Hill P.School
Magoraapitse P.School
Moshupa Senior
Jwana P.School
Morama Jss
Mogale Jss
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N.K Sephiri
Sereko Mokhane
Bakang Kgasa
Mary Jotia
Khumo Manyeagae
Doris K. Malaletsa
C. Lempadi
Gagotheko Maruping
Neo D. Seabetsa
Thapelo P.Keisang
Kabo G. Nkabelang
Lydia B. Kgaodi
Khumo Motlatlawe
Lucky Kemhithetse
Bonolo Njadingwe
G.B. MAbeo
K.K Keogotsitse
Daniel Zulu
Goitsemodimo Mmusi
Larona Sekwababwe
Ntsae Kealafile

Jwaneng Edu Office
Jwaneng MAbutsane Office
Teemane
Pre-Primary
Training & Dev
Pre Primary
KEC
KEC
RGVED: Office
Goodhope Primary
Kgabo Phuti Primary School
Mmathethe P.School
Mosielele Primary School
Kgalagadi Primary School
Jwaneng?MaB Sub
Mmanaana
Nthwalang JSS
South
Region
Region
Southern Region
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Appendix 8: Presentation slides used at the MoESD,
Curriculum and DPS-ER &Thutonet advocacy meetings
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Appendix 9: Presentation slides used at the Regional
advocacy meetings
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Appendix 10: Video clips used at the advocacy meetings
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Appendix 11: Photographs of Advocacy Meetings
Meeting with PS-ER and Thutonet Steering Committee
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Southern Region Meeting
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Kweneng Region Meeting

34

North East Region Meeting
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Chobe Region Meeting
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North West Region Meeting
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Gantsi Region Meeting
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Kgalagadi Region Meeting
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South East Region Meeting

40

Kgatleng Region Meeting
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Central Region Meeting
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Appendix 12: Draft OER Guidelines Framework for
Regional Centres in Botswana with input from Regional
Operational Offices
OER DRAFT GUIDELINES FRAMEWORK
MINISTRY OF EDUCATION AND SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
REGIONAL CENTERS IN BOTSWANA
Draft
1. OVERALL OBJECTIVE OF THE GUIDELINES
The purpose of these Guidelines are to provide direction in the use of Open Educational
Resources (hereinafter referred to as OER), to increase access to and support quality teaching
and learning among students and teachers in the different Regions of the school education
system in Botswana. The Guidelines outline key issues and make suggestions for integrating
OER into teaching and learning across the education system.

2. INTRODUCTION
What are OER
OER are defined as,
"teaching, learning and research materials in any medium, digital or otherwise, that reside in
the public domain or have been released under an open license that permits no-cost access,
use, adaptation and redistribution by others with no or limited restrictions" (UNESCO, 2012).
Available Free Online content (Print, Multimedia)
Links, sites eg Wikipedia 1, Khan Academy 2, and many others throughout the globe.
Integration of OER to supplement the textbooks would result in enhancing the quality and
equity of education while contributing to the reduction of certain associated costs of the
teaching-learning process. Primarily to supplement prescribed printed textbooks which are
largely subsidized by the government, mindful of cost of electronic gadgets and human
resource- training of teachers in the use of these gadgets.
Users will access their information at their own time and place. It encourages a shift from
teacher centered approaches to learner centered discovery learning and research. As
psychologists say learners retain information more when they see and do rather than being told
and thus this will be a recipe for improved performance. OER could enhance a culture of
excellence if an enquiry mind is established in an institution. Students enjoy playing or using
electronic equipment that will enhance learning. This is noticeable in the way our children learn
from interaction with online resources such as Youtube. They learn new skills like how to play
a musical instrument, songs and even sing word to word some of the songs. This is one way in
which utilization of such resources as OER can contribute to changing the teaching and learning
environment for better student performance
Education is about providing learners with equal opportunities for learning and growth and
requires a lot of collaboration and collective effort from all stakeholders to ensure success. This
1
2

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
https://www.khanacademy.org/
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requires wide and affordable access to a lot of resources by both teachers and students through
open and free sharing of available resources. OER provide us with an opportunity to facilitate
and promote this spirit of sharing among educators, schools, teachers and students at a local,
regional and even international level. At a local level, there are a lot of individual, institutional
and even regional initiatives that, if were to be shared with others would benefit more the
teaching and learning process for better students performance.
As Government and other stakeholders in the education space continue to invest in the rollout
of ICT infrastructure to the schools through the Thutonet initiative, OER facilitate utilization
of these resources to realize immediate benefits. Additionally they will assist the Curriculum
eContent team to fastrack content development as many OER can be remixed, reused and
redistributed for free.
Key advantages of integrating OER in to teaching and learning in Botswana are:
• Facilitating access to available free online resources to supplement available teaching
and learning resources towards improved student performance
• Promote a spirit of information and knowledge sharing among teachers and students in
the schools system in Botswana
• Reducing barriers to education, including access, cost, language and format;
• Transforming teaching and learning by enabling innovative pedagogical practices;
• Facilitating inclusive education for learners with varying abilities;
• Expanding outreach to disadvantaged and marginalized communities;
• assist in facilitation of teaching and learning for out - school groups
• Private institutions will also benefit by availing necessary materials to their learners
through the same mode hence reducing cost for government in taking staff for full time
training.
• Learning pace will be increased as the teachers will not the only source of what should
be learned and when.
• Increasing the need for parents’ involvement in learners work, which is critical as it
will create a digital society
• Encouraging individualized learning
• Facilitating incorporation of current worldwide trends in education thereby ensuring a
global competiveness

3.

GUIDELINES STATEMENTS
a. In recognition of the potential of OER to widen access to education at all levels,
the Regional Centres (RCs) and the Schools shall promote and foster adoption
of OER to supplement textbooks in teaching and learning
b. The Regional Centres (RCs) shall be committed to the philosophy of OER in
raising awareness, building capacity and developing positive attitudes in
teachers and learners for effective creation integration and sharing of OER with
a view of enhancing quality and equity in education.
c. OER shall be used by teachers and learners in the production of supplementary
educational materials, in the two national languages (English and Setswana) in
line with the national school curriculum requirements.
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d. Teachers and learners shall be encouraged to use and develop OER under the legal
framework of open licensing of the Creative Commons3 which facilitates the reuse,
revision, remixing, redistribution and retention (Five ‘R’s) of educational materials.
e. The RC shall be responsible for establishing and maintaining a Regional OER
repository; establishing quality assurance mechanisms such as peer review or
user ratings; capacity building among teachers in OER development; and
ensuring open licensing of educational materials that are developed.
f.

4.

The existing enabling environments for ICT including infrastructure, internet
connectivity, and emerging technologies such as mobile technology shall be
fully utilized to facilitate access to and redistribution of openly-licensed
teaching and learning resources.

SPECIFIC GUIDELINES OBJECTIVES
a. To take measures for raising awareness, building capacities and developing positive
attitudes towards the concepts and practices related to OER among all educational
institutions.
b. To prepare manuals for OER use, creation, integration and licensing at school level.
c. To establish an OER repository containing openly licensed materials created by
teachers and learners.
d. To ensure full utilisation of available new technologies infrastructure,
hardware, software, internet connectivity for effective OER
creation/integration at school level.
e. To ensure that the Guidelines are implemented and monitored by the RC to make
informed decisions regarding the use of OER according to changing requirements
of the school education system and international developments in the field.
f.

To ensure that regional centers are engaged in robust stakeholder mobilization
for purposes of internet connectivity in their areas

g. To work towards developing twenty first century skills and the knowledge
economy
h. To encourage adoption of Competency framework for teachers (UNESCO) on the
use of ICT in teaching and learning

5.

EXPECTED OUTPUTS
a. The development of supplementary educational material, especially in the two
national languages (English and Setswana), through the reuse and repurposing of
available OER;
b. Commitment of the RC towards making available selected educational materials as
OER through the ministry web portal for the greater good of the schools;

3

https://creativecommons.org/
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c. Provision of physical, human, financial and other relevant resources necessary for
the implementation of the OER Guidelines;
d. Provision of training, recognition and potential incentives to teachers and learners
who are actively demonstrating adoption of OER at school level;
e. Guidelines statements at the RC level on copyright aligned with their commitment
to OER adaptation and implementation at school level.

6. SCOPE
These Guidelines shall apply to all general public schools in the regions – Primary, Secondary
and Tertiary, under the RC and MoESD in Botswana.

7. RESPONSIBILITY
The RC shall ensure compliance of these Guidelines under the guidance of the MoESD,
Botswana.

8. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE GUIDELINES
The implementation of these Guidelines within the public school sector shall be undertaken in
the following ways:
a. All educational institutions of the general school education system – Primary
and Secondary under the RC and MoESD in Botswana shall comply with the
respective OER guidelines and procedures;
b. The RC, under the guidance of the MoESD, shall facilitate the implementation of
the OER Guidelines by working closely with individual institutions;
c. The MoESD shall be the absolute owner of the copyright of any supplementary
educational material/content created by individuals and will make them available
as OER in accordance with the respective OER guidelines of each RC;
d. The MoESD and RC will adopt a Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike
4.0 International (CC-BY-SA 4.0) license4. (note: the final license is to be decided
by the Policymakers during adoption)
The license declaration on OER created by MoESD and RCs will be as follows:
© 20XX The Ministry of Education and Skills Development. Except where otherwise
noted, this work is licensed under the terms of the Creative Commons AttributionShare Alike 4.0 International (CC BY-SA 4.0). To view a copy of this license,
visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/ or send a letter to Creative
Commons, 444, Castro Street, Suite 900, Mountain View, California, 94041, USA
It is the responsibility of individual authors of the content to comply with 8.4 when
revising or remixing existing OER to ensure that the MoESD/RC Policies on OER are
not violated.

4

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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9.

USEFUL LINKS

TED
TED believes passionately that ideas have the power to change attitudes, lives, and ultimately,
the world. This underlying philosophy is the driving force behind all of TED's endeavors,
including the TED Conferences, TEDx, TED Books, the TED Fellows Program, and the TED
Open Translation Project. The site covers a range of subjects.
http://ed.ted.com/
Khan Academy
Is a not-for-profit with the goal of changing education for the better by providing a free
world-class education for anyone anywhere. It covers Math and Sciences.
https://www.khanacademy.org/about
CK-12,
CK-12 Foundation is a non-profit that creates and aggregates high quality curated STEM
content. The site covers Math, Earth Science, Life Science, Physical
Science, Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Engineering, Technology, Astronomy, English,
History and Health:.
http://www.ck12.org/student/
OER Commons
OER Commons, a project created by ISKME cover a wide range of subjects. Except where
otherwise noted, content on this site is licensed under a Creative Commons AttributionNonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 License.
https://www.oercommons.org/
Edutopia
Is a place where students and parents, teachers and administrators, policy makers and the
people they serve are all empowered to change education for the better; a place where schools
provide rigorous project-based learning, social-emotional learning, and access to new
technology.
http://www.edutopia.org/
Molecular Bench
Molecular Workbench (MW) is powerful, award-winning software that provides visual,
interactive computational experiments for teaching and learning science.
http://mw.concord.org/nextgen/
The Royal Society of Chemistry
The Royal Society of Chemistry is the world's leading chemistry community, advancing
excellence in the chemical sciences.
http://www.rsc.org/resources-tools/
The Institute of Physics
The Institute of Physics is a leading scientific society. We are a charitable organisation with a
worldwide membership of more than 50,000, working together to advance physics education,
research and application.
http://www.iop.org/education/index.html
Curiki
A community for teaching or studying: Create, share, and explore high quality K-12 content.
http://www.curriki.org/
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Common Sense Education
Common Sense is dedicated to helping kids thrive in a world of media and technology. They
empower parents, teachers, and policymakers by providing unbiased information, trusted
advice, and innovative tools to help them harness the power of media and technology as a
positive force in all kids’ lives.
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/educators

10. EFFECTIVE DATE
To be decided.
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